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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. All the spells you'll ever need for any occasion. There is always an occasion, a
reason, or an event that calls for magic.

Overview[ edit edit source ] Enchantments and Runestones are magic stones that can be placed in slots on
equipment or companions and they grant additional stats and effects depending on the rank and type of stone.
Enchanting an item is done with an Enchantment and enchanting a companion is done with a Runestone.
Stones are obtained as loot, as rewards for zone events and purchased from Astral Diamond merchants or the
Auction House. All normal stones are ranked from 1 to 14 and all epic stones ranked as Shards, Lesser,
Moderate, Greater, Perfect, Pure , Transcendent and Unparalleled. Enchantments have a round shape and
Runestones are hexagonal. Slots[ edit edit source ] A weapon and armor enchantment can only be slotted into
either the weapon enhancement slot of weapon or the armor enhancement slot of a body armor. The weapon
and armor enhancement slots are the pink colored slots. Weapon or armor enchantments will not fit into
ordinary enchantment or runestone slots. Overload enchantments can only be slotted in an overload slot on
certain armors. The overload slot is the blue colored slot. Overload enchantment will not fit into ordinary
enchantment slots, runestone slots, weapon enhancement slots or armor enhancement slots. The other slots,
defense, offense, and utility, fit regular enchantments if they have a matching effect. For possible options see
the pages about Offense enchantments , Defense enchantments , or, Utility enchantments. Utility Slots
typically occur on Head, Arms and Feet equipment. Weapon Enhancement Slots occur only on Main Hand
equipment. Armor Enhancement Slots occur only on Armor equipment. There are two ways of enchanting.
Both starts with Right clicking the item, select Manage Item Enchantments Then you can either drag and drop
a stone from Inventory or click Slot button to select from a list. A dialog will warn you that you will have to
pay an amount in gold if you later decide to Unbind Remove into your Inventory the stone from the slot. You
can drag and drop a new stone over an occupied slot, this destroys and replaces the original stone that is placed
in a slot. This would save the cost of gold spent on Unbinding. Enchantments stored in the bank can be added
to items, even though they are not in your inventory. Click on the item button and select Manage Item
Enchantments Click on slot button and select an enchantment or 2b. Drag an enchantment to the slot 3. Click
on the Enchant button 4. Companion slots Unbinding[ edit edit source ] Unbinding a stone from a slot returns
the stone to your inventory. Bring up the Item Menu on item with stone and select Enchant Item. Left-click a
stone in a slot to bring up Unbind button. Press Unbind button to bring up confirmation dialog. Press Remove
to pay the fee and unbind stone. Costs range from 62 up to 2. Epic gear with any rank enchants have a capped
cost of 2 Level 60 Rare stones with rank 5 and above enchants have an unbinding cost of 1 Costs are based
on the level of the item that will have the enchantment removed from it.
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The Enchantment Lakes are an alpine wonderland of pristine lakes set among polished granite, soaring peaks, blazing
larches, and ambling mountain goats. Widely regarded as the crown jewel of hiking in Washington, this trail exceeds
even the wildest of superlatives.

Enchanting methods[ edit ] There are three methods of enchanting items in Survival mode: Through an
enchantment table in exchange for experience points and lapis lazuli. Only unenchanted items may be
enchanted this way. Through an anvil , combining an enchanted book with an item, which also costs
experience points. Through an anvil , combining two of the same item with different existing enchantments
into a single item that has the enchantments of both. There are also an additional four methods of obtaining
enchanted items: Through a villager , who may trade some enchanted items for emeralds. Through fishing ,
which gives a chance of obtaining enchanted items. Through a zombie , skeleton , wither skeleton , or zombie
pigman â€” if they have enchanted items and the player kills them, there is a chance of them dropping said
items. Through finding them in end city and other assorted treasure chests, such as shipwrecks , buried
treasure , abandoned mineshafts , dungeons , and woodland mansions. In Creative mode , items can be
enchanted via an anvil and enchanted books , with no experience required. Enchanted books are available in
the Creative mode inventory, with individual book displays for the highest level of each enchantment and
other levels available via the "Search" tab. Enchantment mechanics Enchantment table interface. With item,
hovering over the second line. An item can be enchanted by using an enchantment table and placing the item
in the input slots and 1â€”3 lapis lazuli in its dedicated slot. Upon placing the item, three randomized options
will appear on the right of the GUI. The glyphs here do not affect the enchantment, but hovering over a
presented enchantment will show one enchantment that will be applied. Each option will imbue the item with
a randomized set of enchantments that are dependent on the number of experience levels required e. In order
to increase the enchantment level, a bookshelf should be placed next to the enchantment table while keeping
one block of air between them. To gain access to the previously mentioned level 30 enchantments, a total of
15 bookshelves need to be placed around the enchantment table. See the enchantment mechanics page for
more detailed information on this. Enchanting a book will produce an enchanted book , which does nothing on
its own, but effectively "saves" the enchantment for later application to another item with an anvil. Unlike
with an anvil , using the enchanting table while on Creative will still cost experience. This includes attempts to
use the enchanting table while already at level zero. Removing the item and putting it back in, clicking on the
item slot with a different item, using a different item of the same type and material, replacing or moving the
table but keeping the same number of bookshelves , using a different table with the same number of
bookshelves, or replacing or rearranging the bookshelves without changing their total number has no effect on
the possible enchantments. Changing the enchantment levels offered by adding, removing, or blocking
bookshelves will alter the enchantments shown, but will not change possible enchantments, using another
enchanting table with the previous bookshelf number will show the previous enchantments. The enchantments
for a particular enchantment level with the same seed and item do also differ depending on which row it
appears in, but they are no "better" or "worse" based on the row despite the different resource costs. Thus, if
none of the available enchantments for a tool are desired, 1 lapis lazuli and 1 level could be spent to enchant a
book or a different tool to refresh the list. Also, by enchanting any item, the player can alter the 2nd
enchantment by exiting without saving. Anvil mechanics An anvil can be used to combine the enchantments
of two items , sacrificing one of them and repairing the other. The items must be of the same type for example,
an iron pickaxe and a diamond pickaxe cannot be combined , and there are limits to what enchantments can be
combined and how much work can be done in one operation. To combine items, the player places the target
item in the first slot of an anvil , and the sacrifice item in the second slot. The cost in levels depends on the
enchantments, with highly enchanted items costing more. If the target item is also being repaired, that costs
more as well. The target item can also be renamed, at additional cost. There is also an accumulating surcharge
for prior work done on the anvil. In Survival mode, there is a limit of 39 levels for any work performed on the
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anvilâ€”if a job would cost more, it will be refused though it might be do-able in steps: Enchanted Book
Enchanted books can be made by using an enchanting table to enchant a book. They can also be found in
generated chests , purchased with emeralds from a villager librarian, or looted by fishing rod. The book can
receive multiple enchantments of any type, but only enchantments appropriate to a given item type may be
applied to that item. For example, the same book may receive Respiration and Power enchantments, but the
Respiration enchantment will be lost if the book is applied to anything but a helmet, and the Power
enchantment will be lost if the book is applied to anything but a bow. Enchanted books are used on an anvil to
add enchantments to items. They can apply some enchantments to items which cannot be enchanted from an
enchantment table, e. In Creative mode, books can enchant any item with any enchantment, such as a stick
having Knockback II. Mutually-exclusive enchantments, such as Protection and Blast Protection, are still
mutually-exclusive regardless. The experience costs for using books are considerably less than for combining
items with similar enchantments, since the books themselves cost levels to create. The big advantage of books
is that they can be stockpiled for use on an item of choice, and allow for controlled combinations. For
example, a Silk Touch book could be used on axe , pickaxe or shovel , and the player can decide which at their
leisureâ€”perhaps something that already has Unbreaking? Summary of enchantments[ edit ].
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Easy Enchantments will give you the tools and the power to make things go your way. Whether you're looking for a spell
to guarantee your lover's fidelity, banish negativity, make a job interview go well, find an apartment, or pick lucky lotto
numbers, Lexa RosÃ©an tells you what you need to do.

Share Copy Since there is a lot of customization involved in God of War as compared to previous iterations of
the series, it is quite easy to get lost in all of the complexities. Enchantments and Runic Attacks are just one of
the few things that can help you make Kratos stronger and better in combat. Apart from this, this God of War
Runes Guide will help you get them faster than you would be able to in the usual way. Once done, you can
apply Enchantments on your Armor Pieces to boost their strengths. As for Runic Attacks, they are essentially
Special Attacks that you can teach Kratos to use in combat. One important thing that you need to know is that
Runic Attacks have specific cooldown times, barring you from Spamming them During Combat. You must
play around your cooldowns in order to be most effective in combat. More on Runic Attacks later in the guide.
Kratos has three Armor Slots that can be customized and Atreus has one. Let us go ahead and see how both of
them work and how can you use them to their maximum benefit. They can either give your Armor Sets
improved stats or give them added benefits. Enchantments usually increase one or two stats on the Armor. It is
important to note that the Enchantments need to be placed in special sockets on Armor Pieces. In God of War,
each Armor Piece may have a different number of sockets, depending on its rarity. However, you have the
complete liberty to swap one Enchantment for the other at any time you wish. Common Enchantments are
usually quite insignificant while the rarer one such as Purple Enchantments and Gold Enchantments offer
better stats and other benefits. As for acquiring new Armor Enchantments, you can get new Enchantments
from slain enemies. You can also get them from various chests scattered during the world of the game.
Enchantments in God of War PS4 can give you added benefits such as Unstoppable Aura that prevents
interruptions caused by enemy attacks and a Protective Barrier that prevents damage from enemy attacks to a
certain extent. You can check out our detailed Enchantments Guide for more help on finding each and every
Armor Enchantment in the game along with some tips to use it. They are quite useful in battle and can help
you diversify your attacks and even set up combos. Each weapon at your disposal can have two Runic Attacks
i. As I said before, the usage of Runic Attacks is constrained through a cooldown meter that can be shortened
by increasing your cooldown stat. You can get Runic Attacks the same way that you get Armor Enchantments.
Find them on dead enemies, chests, and as rewards for completing parts of the Main Campaign. During the
course of your journey towards The Mountain, Atreus will point towards a locked chest containing your first
Light Runic Attack unless I missed one during the very start of the game. Similar to Armor Enchantment, you
must insert Runic Attacks in their respective slots on a weapon. If there is anything else that you would like to
add, let us know in the comments section below!
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Easy Enchantments is an indispensible handbook for spiritual survival disguised as a simplified spellbook. Her humor
and wisdom shine through the pages - it is a.

Edit The act of enchanting requires an item with no existing enchantments, a filled soul gem , knowledge of an
enchantment, and the use of an arcane enchanter. The Law of the Firsts states that once an item is enchanted, it
can not be enchanted again and can not accept another enchantment. They are also found in many locations
that feature humanoid, magic-using enemies such as Necromancers , Vampires , and Mages. Most houses
which the Dragonborn can buy, with the exception of Breezehome in Whiterun , can be equipped with an
arcane enchanter. Court Wizards can sell the Dragonborn enchanted items, as well as soul gems, and likewise,
the Dragonborn can sell enchanted items and soul gems to them. There is no Court Wizard in Falkreath. There
are certain items that can be enchanted even though they already have an enchantment. Enchantment Types
Edit Enchantments fall into two categories based on type of item: Larger soul gems result in more charges on
the enchantment, allowing for more strikes before the charge is depleted. Soul Gems, or the perk Soul Siphon ,
can be used to recharge depleted enchantments. Once depleted, a message on the top left of the screen will say
"Your item has insufficient charge. If an enchanted weapon or artifact weapon does not have the full amount, a
"Charge" option will appear in the weapon inventory, unless the item is fully charged. An exception to this is
the dagger Keening. Armor and other apparel items cast a constant effect on the wearer as long as the item is
worn. Larger soul gems create greater magnitude effects. Muffle and Waterbreathing , being all-or-nothing
effects, are not dependent on the size of soul gem used, so a petty soul would do as well as a grand. However,
the desired amount can only be modified by using a different type of soul gem. Obtaining Enchantments Edit
The Dragonborn initially has no knowledge of enchantments. To learn an enchantment, a magic item with the
enchantment that the Dragonborn wants to learn must be disenchanted at an arcane enchanter. The strength of
the enchantment on the item does not affect the strength of the enchantment learned by disenchanting it.
Disenchanting destroys the item but grants permanent knowledge of the base enchantment, allowing its use
when enchanting. Some items cannot be disenchanted to learn their effects, including Quest Items , Daedric
Artifacts , Amulets of the Nine Divines , and many, but not all, items with unique names. Staves also cannot
be disenchanted. For example, the perk Storm Enchanter does not increase the amount of damage dealt by a
storm staff a shock damage staff. The same applies to Fire Enchanter and Frost Enchanter , respectively.
Leveling Edit The following actions raise the Enchanting skill. It should be noted that some enchantments
such as Banish Daedra , Fortify Destruction , Paralyze and Absorb Health produce remarkably more valuable
enchantments which can be turned around and sold to buy soul gems and other raw materials to accelerate the
leveling process. However, the skill increase gained from the act of enchanting itself is strictly dependent on
the size of the soul used and not on the enchanting effect chosen. Disenchanting items yields Enchanting
experience as well as the ability to use that enchantment on other items, but destroys the item in the process.
Skill gain from disenchanting is based on the power of the enchantment, not necessarily the value of the item.
Each enchantment may only be learned once. Using a soul gem to recharge weapons Soul Siphon does not
count. Skill gains from recharging weapons are based on size of soul used, regardless of actual charge gained.
To recharge an enchanted weapon, select the weapon in the items menu and press the button specified
generally the button for activating powers and shouts and select a filled soul gem. The larger the soul, the
more a weapon is recharged. The soul gem will be destroyed. The Daedric quests for Molag Bal and Azura
have infinitely rechargeable objects as their rewards. One of the most efficient ways to train Enchanting and
additionally earning a good amount of money is to enchant cheap items. After acquiring these items, some
soul gems and knowledge of at least one enchantment effect, the Dragonborn can Soul Trap an enemy,
enchant the cheap items, sell them, obtain new raw materials and repeat this process. An advanced approach to
enchanting cheap items is as a follows. Obtain a weapon with the soul taking enchantment. Use it or enchant
the preferred weapon of choice with Soul Trap, stock up on soul gems and then soul trap until a reasonable
amount of them are filled. Mine iron from any source, transmute it into gold, and then smelt the ore into
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ingots. Craft the ingots into rings and then simply enchant the rings with any enchantment. Sell the rings to
any merchant and repeat. If more Iron Ore to Transmute is needed, buy it from a blacksmith or mine more.
This technique also levels up to Alteration , Smithing and Speech , and produces a plentiful amount of gold in
the process. Enchanting boots with the muffle enchantment can prove to be beneficial, as the size of the soul
gem is irrelevant with muffle and so the skill gain is a constant. Travel to Tel Mithryn and complete the quest
" From the Ashes " upon arriving. Make sure to obtain the Conjure Ash Guardian spell tome at the end of the
quest once it is available. Summon the Ash Guardian, use Soul Trap on it, and kill it. Regardless of whether it
is summoned friendly or hostile depending on whether the Dragonborn has a Heart Stone in their inventory ,
the Ash Guardian is the only creature the Dragonborn can summon that can be affected by Soul Trap.
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EasyEnchant. EasyEnchant is a complete overhaul of the current enchanting method, using commands to get accurate
enchantments while also allowing for server owners to completely control how much the enchantments cost (using a
multiplier and adder) and each enchantments maximum level.

Hike by WTA Correspondents: Paul Kriloff In the Enchantments, nature has carved one of the magnificent
places of this world--an alpine paradise of granite worn smooth by glaciers, larches manicured by wind and
cold, and crystal blue lakes strung together by a creek that tumbles and thunders between them. Seemingly
everywhere, herds of mountain goats calmly wander by. There are three ways to experience the Enchantments,
none easy. The absolute minimum price of admission here is a hike of not less than seven miles gaining at
least 4, feet in elevation in order to make it to even just one of the lakes in the Upper Enchantments. With two
cars or a car and some bikes , you can hike point-to-point from one trailhead to the other and transit between
the two. The thru-hike is typically done from the Stuart Lake trailhead, because it reduces the total elevation
gain by 2, feet relative to going the opposite direction although it still takes in the punishing climb up Aasgard
Pass, which rises 1, feet in less than a mile. Pick your poison; enjoy the rewards. This guide uses the thru-hike
as a basis for describing the route through the entire Enchantments. Starting from the Stuart Lake trailhead,
follow the route to Colchuck Lake. From the end of the trail at the far end of the lake, cross boulders around
the shore under the terminal moraine of the Colchuck Glacier the trail may disappear at times, but cairns
usually mark the way. After passing by a particularly tall boulder, the trail skirts a sandy beach and begins
snaking through subalpine firs and creek beds. Soon after, the route begins climbing steeply over jumbled
talus; this is the start of Aasgard Pass. Stay to the left to avoid much steeper, impassable terrain. Around the
grove, the route hugs the sheer rock opposite Dragontail Peak the dark imposing pyramid that blocks out most
of the sky to your right when looking uphill , before traveling through a section of loose rock and scree. Views
are simply awesome throughout the ascent, stretching from nearby Colchuck Peak and the aquamarine of
Colchuck Lake to Glacier Peak and Mount Baker in the distance. After crossing a branch of the creek, the
route steepens again, becoming a hands-and-feet scramble through stunted larches. The final third of the climb
is over large boulders, finally topping out at 7, feet. These are the Upper Enchantments. The lakes in this
section sit in a stark moonscape of rock, scree and ice below the long ridge culminating in the summit of
Dragontail Peak, just above the pass. The trail snakes its way through grey lichen-covered rocks along the
shores of Tranquil and Isolation Lakes before dropping steadily to the broad plateau beneath Little Annapurna
so named for its resemblance to the much taller Nepalese peak. Beneath Little Annapurna, the barren rock
gives way to a lusher alpine meadow, where the creek connecting the lakes meanders gently before tipping
into a deeper channel and speeding downhill. The first larches appear as the plateau ends abruptly in expansive
views over Crystal Lake and the Ingalls Creek valley below. The trail now heads east and down a steep draw
to Inspiration Lake. This azure pool tucked deep in a basin below Enchantment Peak marks the beginning of
the Middle Enchantments. Inspiration is perhaps the most dramatic of the lakes, with granite rising steeply on
three sides and a stand of larches on the opposite shore. The trail proceeds through these larches before
dropping a short distance down to Perfection Lake. As you descend to the shore, you pass through tall larches
whose ages are most likely measured in multiple centuries. The top of the lake is shallow and perfectly clear.
The trail passes through gentle meadows of grass and heather and over carved inlets leading from Prusik Pass
a side trail runs up to this saddle below Prusik Peak, yielding even more jaw-dropping views and continues
along the eastern shore. The view back across the water reveals a stair-step wall of granite over which the
main creek cascades down to the lake. A short while later, the trail climbs slightly and rounds the corner to
Sprite Lake, connected to Perfection by a narrow slot of white water. The view back upstream, of Little
Annapurna towering above a small island in Perfection Lake, is one of the best in the Enchantments. Further
down the trail, a descent along the fast-flowing creek ushers you out of the Middle Enchantments. One rib
forms a peninsula that nearly bisects the lake. Viviane rivals Inspiration for the drama of its setting. It sits in a
deep basin below the long, graceful fingers of upturned granite that make up Prusik Peak. Whether this is your
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introduction to the Enchantments or your parting glance, the views in every direction from this rocky shelf are
an equally fitting greeting or sendoff. Crossing the outlet on a bridge of weathered driftwood, you begin the
descent to the Snow Lakes trail. The stretch between Lake Viviane and the mouth of Upper Snow Lake is
rugged at times including some scramble sections and breathtakingly beautiful. Snow Creek twists and roars
between stands of subalpine firs the larches end a few hundred feet below the lake. Be prepared that the
descent from Snow Lakes to the trailhead can be even more painful than the climb up Aasgard Pass--the
repeated percussion of walking steeply downhill while losing more than a mile of elevation takes its toll. Long
before you reach the parking lot, you will be shuffling listlessly, every step a small victory of mind over
matter. However, the alternative--proceeding from the Snow Lakes trailhead to the Stuart Lake
trailhead--gains 7, feet in elevation, softening you up before the descent of Aasgard Pass, which is only
slightly less punishing to the feet and even more demanding of your quads and knees. All who come here
would agree: Your mind will quickly forget the trials of the way out or in , but will be forever filled with
visions of what can only be described--in a final fit of hyperbole--as heaven on earth. WTA Pro Tip 1: The
goats that live in the Enchantments have become accustomed to finding salt in the urine of hikers. This causes
them to follow their human guests a little too closely, which is as unsettling as disappointing a mountain goat
trying to drink your urine loses a bit of its wise, dignified mien. To help prevent this too-intimate interaction,
always use the privies provided, which keep waste completely out of reach of prying snouts. The Forest
Service has posted a video guide to hiking safely with goats. WTA Pro Tip 2: Camping in the Enchantments,
including the entire area from the top of the switchbacks above the Snow Lakes trailhead all the way to the
Stuart Lake trailhead, is by permit only from May 15th-October 31st. Permits are awarded by the Forest
Service through a lottery that opens in February. A limited number of permits are available same day at the
ranger station in Leavenworth. WTA Pro Tip 3: Dogs and campfires are strictly prohibited in the
Enchantments. Dogs were disallowed in order to enable the recovery of ptarmigan populations they once
disturbed. Fires are restricted not only to prevent forest fires, but to avoid scavenging of dead wood.
Decomposition of the wood provides scarce organic material to soils in alpine areas like the Enchantments.
The restriction includes camp stoves such as the BioLite that burn small twigs.
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The Enchantments is a classic Washington hike. More than a dozen high alpine lakes carved in granite. A
hard-to-acquire permit is required to camp in any of the area's five zones, with the Enchantment Core permit being the
most desirable.

The Enchantments My boyfriend and I did the entire traverse yesterday in one push. We left the trailhead at 7:
The issues with the trail included some downed trees, and significant snow on the trail. Much of it was pretty
compact and easy to navigate, but there was also a lot of post holing. Take care when passing trees and rocks you tend to fall through more in those places. There were also places where rock slides hid the trail, but if you
keep an eye out, people have built cairns all over the place, indicating the correct direction to go. At snow
lake, the dam crossing was very easy. The current was swift, but it was only a few inches deep, so no worries.
I wore lightweight trail running shoes, with thick wool sock inner layer, and a waterproof Gortex sock outer
layer. I walker right through the water and all of the snow for that matter without wet or cold feet! When I
wear this system, I wear shoes that are at least 1 full size larger than normal, in order to accommodate the sock
thickness. The Gortex socks I use are also several sized larger than my normal size, since you need to put the
thick socks inside them. I brought along heavy-duty Yaktrax, but actually used them minimally. I did use my
ice ax in many places for balance and extra insurance. At the top of Aasgard Pass, I put on a long sleeve
thermal shirt over my t-shirt, and a windbreaker, and gloves. Descend with CARE, and do not attempt it unless
you are experienced in steep snowy conditions! We chose to go down via the snow fields, using a kick stomp
method, and had our ice axes ready should we have needed to self-arrest. Watch for avalanche debris - it is
harder snow, and much harder to stomp into. Watch for sink holes due to underground running water. As we
got closer to the bottom, and it was not as steep, we glissaded fairly easily on our FEET. I never recommend
glissading on your butt! You are too low to the ground to see upcoming obstacles, holes, streams, and
crevasses. We brought crampons, but I actually never used them. I was very happy the the rest of the hike for
the most part was downhill after that. We saw a lot of wildlife throughout the day - the mountain goats after
Misery Ridge - cruising around the snow-covered lakes, and near Aasgard Pass were pretty cool. We took the
trip on the slow side, so we finished in about 14 hours. All in all it was a great hike, but definitely a grueling
one! Maybe next time I will do it in 2 days!
Chapter 7 : Easy Enchantments - Lexa Rosean, Lexa RosÃ©an - Google Books
How to Equip: Equipping enchantments is easy, provided you have advanced enough armor to accommodate them. To
use an enchantment on a piece of armor it must have at least one available socket.

Chapter 8 : Enchanting - Official Neverwinter Wiki
The Enchantments Trail is a kilometer moderately trafficked point-to-point trail located near Leavenworth, Washington
that features a lake and is only recommended for very experienced adventurers.

Chapter 9 : Enchanting (Skyrim) | Elder Scrolls | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Enchanting is a mechanic that augments armor, tools, weapons and books with one or more of a variety of
"enchantments" that improve an item's existing abilities or imbue them with additional abilities and uses.
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